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CONSTRUCTION OF THE HILBERT CLASS FIELD OF

SOME IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELDS

Jangheon Oh

Abstract. In the paper [4], we constructed 3-part of the Hilbert
class field of imaginary quadratic fields whose class number is divis-
ible exactly by 3. In this paper, we extend the result for any odd
prime p.

1. Introduction

When the order of the sylow 3-subgroup of the ideal class group of an
imaginary quadratic field k = Q(

√
−d) and Q(

√
3d) is 3 and 1 respec-

tively, we [4] explicitly constructed 3-part of the Hilbert class field of
k. We briefly explain the construction. First, using Kummer theory, we
construct everywhere unramified extension Hz = kz(α) over kz = k(ζ3)
such that the degree [Hz : kz] is 3. The Galois group of Hz/k is Z6

and the unique subfield M of Hz, whose degree over k is 3, is the de-
sired 3-part of Hilbert class field of k. Moreover, M is k(β), where

β = TrHz/M(α) and α is a unit of Q(
√

3d). The explicit computation of
α is given in the paper [3].

In this paper, we extend the result for any odd prime p. The proof
in this paper is similar to that in the case of p = 3. Throughout this
paper, d is a square free positive integer and k an imaginary quadratic
field Q(

√
−d) such that k ∩Q(ζp) = Q.
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2. Proof of Theorems

Denote k(ζp) by L. Then L is a CM field, and let L+ be the maximum
real subfield of L.

Proposition 1. Let p be an odd prime. Then

L+ = Q(
√
d sin(

2π

p
) + cos(

2π

p
)).

Proof. Denote
√
−d, ζp − ζp−1, ζp + ζp

−1 by α, β, γ respectively. Note
that αβ and γ are real numbers and

L = Q(α, β, γ) = Q(αβ, γ)(α).

Hence L+ = Q(αβ, γ) = Q(
√
d sin(2π

p
), cos(2π

p
)). Let σ be an element

of Gal(L/Q) such that σ(α) = −α and σ(ζp) = ζp. Then σ(αβ + γ) =
−αβ + γ ∈ Q(αβ + γ), which completes the proof.

Remark 1. Note that L+ = Q(
√

3d) when p = 3.

We denote by MK , AK , EK , χ, ω the maximal unramified elementary
abelian p-extension of a number field K, the p-part of ideal class group
of K, the set of units of K, the nontrivial character of Gal(k/Q), and
the Teichmuller character, respectively. By Kummer theory, there is a
subgroup B ⊂ L×/(L×)p such that ML = L( p

√
B) and a nondegenerate

pairing

Gal(ML/L)×B → µp.

Since Gal(ML/L) ' AL/AL
p, we have a map φ : B → AL,p := {x ∈

AL|xp = 1} and Ker(φ) ' subgroup of EL/EL
p. From this pairing, we

have an induced nondegenerate pairing

Gal(ML/L)χ ×Bχω → µp,

where we write M =
⊕

ψMψ for the character ψ’s of G = Gal(L/Q)

and the Zp[G]-module M(See [5]).

The map φ is G-linear, so we have an induced map φχω from φ

φχω : Bχω → (AL,p)χω.
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Note that (EL/EL
p)χω = (EL+/EL+

p)χω and the order of (EL+/EL+
p)χω

is p(See [2]). Hence we have

p-rank(Gal(ML/L)χ) = p-rank(Bχω)

≤ p-rank(ker(φχω)) + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω)

≤ 1 + p-rank((Gal(ML/L)χω)

Since [EL : µpEL+ ] = 1 or 2 and χ(6= ω) is an odd character, the order
of (EL/EL

p)χ is 1. So similarly as above we have

p-rank(Gal(ML/L)χω) = p-rank(Bχ)

≤ p-rank(ker(φχ)) + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χ)

≤ p-rank(Gal(ML/L)χ)

Since p and p − 1 is relatively prime, we see that Gal(ML/L)χ '
Gal(Mk/k)χ ' Ak/Ak

p. Therefore we proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. We have the inequality.

p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω) ≤ p-rank(Ak/Ak

p) ≤ 1 + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω).

Remark 2. Theorem 2.1 is already known for p = 3. The above proof
just follows the proof for p = 3.

Let NK be the maximal abelian p-extension of a number field K un-
ramified outside above p, and XK be Gal(NK/K)/Gal(NK/K)p. Then,
by Kummer theory again, we have a nondegenerate pairing

Sχω ×XL,χ → µp,

where S is a subset of L×/L×
p

corresponding to XL. It is seen [2] that

S ' EL/EL
p × AL/ALp× < p > / < p >p .

So Sχω = (EL/EL
p)χω × (AL/AL

p)χω. Note again that the order of
(EL/EL

p)χω is p. Hence, if the order of (AL/AL
p)χω is 1, then (NL)χ =

L( p
√
ε), where ε ∈ (EL+/EL+

p)χω.

Theorem 2.2. Let p be a prime p > 3. Assume that the order of
Ak is p and that of (AL/AL

p)χω is 1. Then Mk is the unique subfield
of L( p

√
ε) such that the degree [Mk : k] = p, where ε ∈ (EL+/EL+

p)χω.
Moreover,

Mk = k(Tr(NL)χ/Mk
( p
√
ε))
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Proof. Since p and p− 1 is relatively prime, we see that

(Xk)χ ' (XL)χ.

The complex conjugate acts on the Hilbert class field of k inversely, so
the condition in Theorem 2.2 implies that

Mk = (Mk)χ = (Nk)χ.

The galois group Gal((ML)χ/k) is an abelian group of order p(p− 1), so
(ML)χ contains the unique subfield F whose degree over k is p. Hence
Mk = F and by Kummer theory(see for example [1]) we see that F =
k(Tr(NL)χ/Mk

( p
√
ε)).

Remark 3. When the order of Ak is p, then that of (AL/AL
p)χω is

1or p by Theorem 2.1. We proved the above theorem for p = 3(See [4]).
The construction of the unit ε in Theorem 2.2 is given in [3].

The compositum Lk of all Zp-extension of k is the Z2
p-extension of

k. The Lk is the product of the cyclotomic Zp-extension and the anti-
cyclotomic Zp-extension of k. The following theorem tells when the first
layer ka1 of the anti-cyclotomic Zp-extension is unramified everywhere
over k.

Theorem 2.3. Let p be a prime p(> 3). The first layer ka1 of the anti-
cyclotomic Zp-extension is unramified everywhere over k if and only if

p-rank(Ak/Ak
p) = 1 + p-rank((AL/AL

p)χω).

Proof. By class field theory, Gal(Nk/Hk) ' (
∏

p|p U1,p)/E ' Z2
p,

whereHk is the p-part of Hilbert class field of k, U1,p local units congruent
to 1 modulo p, , and E the closure of global units of k in

∏
p|p U1,p. And

note that (Nk)χ is the compositum of the anti-cylotomic Zp-extension
of k and Hk. Assume that p-rank(Ak/Ak

p) = 1 + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω).

Then since (Xk)χ ' (XL)χ , we have

p-rank((Xk)χ) = p-rank((XL)χ = p-rank(Sχω)

= p-rank((E+
L /E

+
L
p
)χω) + p-rank((AL/AL

p)χω)

= 1 + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω) = p-rank(Ak/Ak

p).

Hence the first layer ka1 should be a part of Hk. Assume not that
p-rank(Ak/Ak

p) = 1 + p-rank((AL/AL
p)χω). Then, by Theorem 2.1,

p-rank(Ak/Ak
p) = p-rank((AL/AL

p)χω), and hence p-rank((Xk)χ) =
1 + p-rank(Ak/Ak

p), so the first layer ka1 should be ramified over k.
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